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Natural product search is undergoing resurgence upon the discovery of a huge
previously unknown potential for secondary metabolite (SM) production hidden in
microbial genomes. This is also the case for filamentous fungi, since their genomes
contain a high number of “orphan” SM gene clusters. Recent estimates indicate that only
5% of existing fungal species have been described, thus the potential for the discovery
of novel metabolites in fungi is huge. In this context, fungi thriving in harsh environments
are of particular interest since they are outstanding producers of unusual chemical
structures. At present, there are around 16 genomes from extreme environment-isolated
fungi in databases. In a preliminary analysis of three of these genomes we found that
several of the predicted SM gene clusters are probably involved in the biosynthesis
of compounds not yet described. Genome mining strategies allow the exploitation of
the information in genome sequences for the discovery of new natural compounds.
The synergy between genome mining strategies and the expected abundance of
SMs in fungi from extreme environments is a promising path to discover new natural
compounds as a source of medically useful drugs.

Keywords: natural products, filamentous fungi, secondary metabolites, extreme environments, genome mining,
metagenomics

Introduction

The last decades of the 20th century witnessed a decline in the search for natural compounds
as pharmaceutically useful drugs. A number of reasons accounted for this trend (Strohl, 2000).
However, natural products present key advantages over synthesized chemicals which make them an
unsubstitutable source of potential new drugs. They show greater structural diversity as compared
to chemical synthetic compounds. This diversity makes them a potentially infinite source of
chemical diversity, and as a consequence they present a wide range of biological activities (Demain,
2014). Natural products or compounds derived from them constituted over 35% of approved and
pre-new drug application candidates in the period spanning 1981–2010, and 48.6% in the case of
anti-cancer drugs since the 1940s (Newman and Cragg, 2012).

Out of about 1million natural products, ∼25% are biologically active. Of these, about 60% come
from plants, andmost of the rest frommicrobes. In the microbial world, fungi stand out as the most
prolific producers of bioactive compounds, with ∼42% of the total (Demain, 2014).
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Classical methodologies for the discovery of microbial natural
products mostly relied in the cultivation of isolates in the
laboratory followed by a bioactivity-guided fractionation and
identification of the purified compounds. The arrival of the
genomic era meant a radical change in the approach to
discover new natural products. The analysis of microbial
genomes made evident that they contain numerous genes
likely to participate in the biosynthesis of structurally complex
compounds, but which are not associated with the production
of known metabolites. This phenomenon was first recognized
in strains from Streptomyces (Omura et al., 2001; Bentley
et al., 2002) and was soon replicated in filamentous fungi
(Keller et al., 2005). Nowadays, it is acknowledged that fungi
have a potential of secondary metabolite (SM) production far
beyond the number of compounds currently known. Genome
mining strategies allow the exploitation of the information
provided by genome sequences for the discovery of new natural
compounds. This wealth of genomic information is aided by
improvements in chemical analytical methodologies, which allow
higher separation capacity and sensitivity (Molinski, 2010; Li
et al., 2015). Thus a resurgence of natural product discovery is
underway, and fungi from extreme environments may make a
significant contribution to it.

In this article we will discuss why fungi isolated from extreme
environments are an excellent potential source of new natural
products with novel and/or unusual chemical structures, and will
propose some genome and metagenome mining methodologies
which can be successfully applied to them.

Are Fungi from Extreme Environments
Good Potential Producers of Novel
Secondary Metabolites?

Each fungal species has its own chemotype, and thus an effective
strategy to find new compounds is to study the whole secondary
metabolome of new species. The chances of isolating new fungal
species are greater if the samples come from non-mesophilic
environments, such as those characterized by high salinity, high
radiation, limited nutrients, extreme temperatures and pressures
and variable acidity. Organisms from these extreme habitats
have developed survival strategies for growing and reproducing
in such harsh conditions, among them the production of
small organic molecules with specific biological activities, for
example, cryoprotectant molecules such as sugars and polyols
to stabilize membranes and maintain turgor pressure (Timling
and Taylor, 2012), osmotically active compounds such as polyols
in xerotolerant fungi (Gunde-Cimerman and Zalar, 2014), and
fungal melanins for protection against freezing and UV radiation
(Nosanchuk and Casadevall, 2003). Since fungi from extreme
habitats are subjected to environmental conditions not met by
mesophilic fungi, it is expected that many of the compounds they
synthesize are specific to them.

Fungi from extreme environments seem therefore good
potential candidates for the isolation of new bioactive
compounds, and this interest has been reflected in the gradual
increase of published articles reporting new compounds from

these fungi. Supplementary Table S1 summarizes the compounds
isolated from fungi growing in extreme environments reported
since 2004. Although the number of studies is still low, a
remarkable percentage of them (around 40%) report the isolation
of new natural products with unusual structural features, for
instance the spiromastixones A–O, a group of depsidone-
based derivatives from Spiromastix sp. (isolated from deep sea
sediments of the South Atlantic Ocean; Niu et al., 2014) which
contain n-propyl substituents in their structure, a feature rarely
found in natural products, and the four asterric acid derivatives
bearing the unusual nitro group found in the Antarctic fungus
Pseudogymnoascus sp. (Figueroa et al., 2015). This percentage
compares favorably with what is usually found in mesophilic
fungi; in a search we performed on studies published since
2004 describing new compounds from a typical mesophilic SM
producer group, Aspergillus section Nigri, we found that only
in 13% of the studies compounds showing unusual, previously
undescribed, structures were reported. Therefore, there seems
to be sufficient evidence that fungi isolated from extreme
environments have an excellent potential as producers of unusual
compounds with unique structures.

How to Maximize Natural Products
Discovery from Extreme Environment
Fungi

When considering strategies for the isolation of compounds from
fungi growing in extreme environments, several considerations
must be taken into account. Firstly, isolates from extreme
environments may have individual specific requirements to
express their SM pathways which are not easy to find/set
in the laboratory; likewise other fungi, many pathways are
expected to remain silent under laboratory conditions (see
below). Secondly, how many of the total number of fungi living
in such environments are we able to cultivate in the laboratory?,
and thus how many are unculturable and evade our screenings?
Magnuson and Lasure (2002) reported that 70–90% of fungi in
different soil environments were unculturable. Genome mining
offers an array of methods to face the first problem, whereas
metagenomics can be applicable to widen the scope of our
search for bioactive fungal compounds to those produced by
unculturable fungi. Both approaches will be discussed in the next
sections.

Traditionally, isolation of natural compounds produced by
fungi was based on culturing them under standard laboratory
conditions. Variations in the conditions and the media have
great impact on the profile of SMs produced (Larsen et al.,
2005), and thus different OSMAC (one strain-many compounds,
Bode et al., 2002) strategies are developed by research groups
to induce the synthesis of compounds (e.g., VanderMolen et al.,
2013; Hewage et al., 2014). In the particular case of fungi from
extreme environments, culture conditions different from the
standard ones have been sometimes used in an attempt to recreate
environmental characteristics of their habitats. Most of fungi
isolated from cold environments are cultured at 15–20◦C, and
fungi isolated from saline environments are grown in media with
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NaCl concentrations of 10% or above. However, a significant
number of the reports in Supplementary Table S1 used standard
culture conditions, this is especially noticeable for fungi isolated
from deep-sea samples, mostly grown at 28◦C and atmospheric
pressure. The use of conditions very different from those present
in the native environments hinders the prospects of finding new
compounds from extreme environment fungi.

The analysis of fungal genomes has revealed that the potential
number of SMs fungi can produce is much higher than what
can be isolated and identified using classical approaches. The
main reason that explains why many SMs “encoded” in the
genome are not detected seems to be that SM clusters are
often silent when fungi are cultured in the laboratory (Brakhage
et al., 2008; Hertweck, 2009), a phenomenon that might be
still more extensive in fungi from extreme environments. One
of the main challenges of genome mining is how to activate
these silent clusters so that the “cryptic” compounds they
produce can be isolated. Epigenetic regulation has been pointed
as the main mechanism causing SM gene cluster silencing
(Reyes-Domínguez et al., 2010; Strauss and Reyes-Domínguez,
2011). A general strategy for activation of silent clusters is
the use of heterochromatin remodeling compounds, such as
5-azacytidine (DNA methyltransferase inhibitor), trichostatine
A or suberoylanilide hydroxamic acid (histone deacetylase
inhibitors). Several reports describe that addition of these
inhibitors to culture media causes changes in the expression
profile of SM gene clusters (Lin et al., 2013), the profile
of metabolites detected in the broths (Williams et al., 2008;
Chung et al., 2013), and has allowed the isolation of previously
unknown compounds, for example nygerone A from Aspergillus
niger (Henrikson et al., 2009) and new sesquiterpenoids from
Aspergillus sydowii (Chung et al., 2013). Since this strategy does
not require sequencing of the genome, it may be suitable for
initial metabolite screenings of extreme environment fungi, in
combination with OSMAC strategies.

Genome Mining and Its Application to
the Discovery of New Metabolites from
Extreme Environment-Isolated Fungi

Genome mining requires an extensive amount of genome
sequence information in order to explore in-depth the SM
biosynthetic potential of a microorganism. Many of the SM
gene clusters are expected to remain silent when extreme
environment fungi are cultured in the laboratory, and therefore
identifying these clusters is a key step to exploit this potential. For
new isolates, top–down approaches (OSMAC-based strategies in
combination with the use of epigenetic modifiers) can be useful
to select the best candidates for more in-depth analysis, and
may even result in the production and identification of some
interesting compounds (Bode et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2014).
Isolates showing the best potential capacity for production of
new compounds can then be selected for genome analysis. The
increasing number of facilities for whole genome sequencing will
allow that more specimens can be analyzed in this manner in a
near future.

At present, there are some 515 completed or in progress
fungal genomes in public databases, of which around 16 belong
to fungi isolated from extreme environments. As a preliminary
assessment to test if fungi from extreme environments can be
a valuable source of novel SMs we scanned the genomes of
three fungi, the cold-loving Pseudogymnoascus pannorum and
P. destructans and the thermophilic Thermomyces lanuginosus.
We used antiSMASH, a software designed to systematically
predict clustered SM genes based on their genomic context
and domain content (Blin et al., 2013; Weber et al., 2015).
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 1. When
compared to a model fungus, Aspergillus nidulans, the three
analyzed fungi show an interesting potential as producers of
novel SMs. They have a similar number of SM clusters (14–20)
and, interestingly, no more than three of them (depending on
the species) are homologous to previously described clusters with
known function, that is, the compound they putatively synthesize
has been identified in other organisms. Also remarkable is the
fact that although several clusters in the extreme environment
fungi present partial synteny with clusters from other genomes,
they possess 1–3 clusters that seem to be unique, since they
have no significant homology to any other genomic sequence in
databases. In comparison, all A. nidulans clusters have homologs
in other organisms. These unique clusters are likely to be involved
in the synthesis of novel compounds, possibly with novel/unusual
chemical structures.

There is an important difference in the number of SM clusters
found with antiSMASH between the extreme environment fungi
and A. nidulans. Taking into account that their genome sizes
are similar (although that of T. lanuginosus is 23% smaller
than the A. nidulans one), this difference is somewhat striking.
Biological differencesmight account for this discordance, they are
all Ascomycota, but from different lineages. Pseudogymnoascus
spp. belongs to the class Leotiomycetes, whereas A. nidulans and
T. lanuginosus are Eurotiales. Another plausible explanation is
that results are biased by the way of working of antiSMASH. This
software compares the predicted proteins in a DNA sequence
against a curated collection of profile hidden Markov models
(pHMM) that describe sequences of key biosynthetic enzymes of
known classes of SMs. Since pHMMare probabilistic models built
from an aligned set of representative sequences, these models can
be biased by the sequences used in their construction. Genomes
from mesophilic fungus such A. nidulans are the most abundant
in databases, and therefore, they were probably intensively used
in the generation of these pHMM. Therefore, analyses performed
with these pHMM will easily find clusters showing similarity
to those from mesophilic organisms, but may be less proficient
to find novel enzymes of novel SM pathways from extreme
environment fungi. Other bioinformatics tools for SM gene
search are also available (Khaldi et al., 2010; Fedorova et al., 2012;
Boddy, 2014), and the combined capacities of these tools may
yield improved results.

Once a new SM cluster has been identified, the next step is
isolating and identifying the metabolite/s it synthesizes, this is
one of the bottlenecks of genome mining. The structure of the
cluster, the filiation of the genes and the domains present in the
encoded enzymes may offer clues about the chemical features
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TABLE 1 | Summary of SM clusters found by antiSMASH in some fungal genomes.

Organism GenBank accession
number of the
genome

Environmental
characteristic

Genome
size (Mbp)

Number of
clusters found by
antiSmash

Number of clusters
homologous to clusters
with known function (%)

Number of clusters
without homologs in
other genomes (%)

Aspergillus nidulans BN001301; BN001302;
BN001303; BN001304;
BN001305; BN001306;
BN001307; BN001308

Mesophilic (model)
fungus

31 58 12 (20.7) 0 (0)

Pseudogymnoascus
destructans

AEFC00000000 Cold-loving fungus 30.5 14 2 (14.3) 1 (7.1)

Pseudogymnoascus
pannorum

AYKR00000000 Cold-loving fungus 29.5 20 3 (15.0) 2 (10.0)

Thermomyces
lanuginosus

ANHP00000000 Thermophilic fungus 23.3 17 2 (11.8) 3 (17.6)

of the corresponding metabolite, and thus directed separation
and analytical strategies can be applied for its identification,
an approach that has yielded successful results for the isolation
of aspoquinolones A–D and PKS-NRPS hybrid compounds
from A. nidulans (Scherlach and Hertweck, 2006; Bergmann
et al., 2007). A refinement of this approach is the so-called
genomisotopic approach, which makes use of isotope-labeled
molecules predicted by bioinformatics to guide the purification
process (Gross et al., 2007).

A second major bottleneck is the fact that many SM
clusters remain silent even when submitted to different culture
conditions. Several reviews on genome mining have been
published dealing with the issue of activation of silent clusters and
identification of their metabolites (Scherlach andHertweck, 2009;
Brakhage and Schroeckh, 2011; Chiang et al., 2014; Luo et al.,
2014; Wiemann and Keller, 2014). Basically, the methodologies
described can be divided in two groups, (1) those aiming to
activate clusters in the host strain, for instance by using genes

FIGURE 1 | Flowchart describing the main steps in different approaches to search for new bioactive compounds from extreme environment fungi.
Classical methodologies (green panels) are shown along with genome mining (violet color panels) and metagenomic (garnet color panels) approaches.
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involved in epigenetic regulation (Strauss and Reyes-Domínguez,
2011) or by overexpressing a specific cluster transcriptional
regulator (Bromann et al., 2012), and (2) those making use of
heterologous expression. In the case of extreme environment
fungi, molecular tools are not readily available to apply most of
the strategies lying in the first group, except for the utilization
of chromatin remodeling compounds mentioned above. Thus
the strategy of choice will be the heterologous expression of
the cluster in an appropriate host (Figure 1). We enter here
in the field of synthetic biology. Different strategies have been
developed to reconstruct a whole SM cluster for transferring
into a recipient host (reviewed in Lazarus et al., 2014; Anyaogu
and Mortensen, 2015). Yeast recombinational cloning has been
utilized to clone entire gene clusters and transform A. nidulans
with them (Yin et al., 2013). Another possibility is the use
of fusion PCR to reconstruct a cluster and then transfer it to
the host strain (Chiang et al., 2013). This latter work used an
engineered A. nidulans strain deficient in its own SM clusters,
which facilitates the structure elucidation of the heterologous
compound. Other modified recipient strains for heterologous
expression of SM clusters have recently been developed (Richter
et al., 2014; Kakule et al., 2015). The improvement and
increasing affordability of techniques for synthesis of long
stretches of DNA (Bang and Church, 2008; Carlson, 2009) will
facilitate synthesis of entire clusters, including designed clusters
with host promoters and regulatory elements for better gene
expression.

Metagenomics for Extreme Environment
Fungi in the Search for New Bioactive
Compounds

A comprehensive study on the potential of fungi from extreme
environments to produce new bioactive compounds would be
incomplete if we did not take into account the unculturable
fungi. Currently we have no reliable information regarding
the percentage of unculturable fungi present in extreme
environments, as much as we do not have information about
the capacity of these fungi to produce SMs in comparison
to the culturable ones. However, the presumed abundance
of unculturable fungi in different environments (Magnuson
and Lasure, 2002), and the success of some published studies
in finding bacterial SM clusters from complex DNA samples
and isolating specific metabolites after their heterologous
expression (Nikolouli and Mossialos, 2011 and references
therein; Owen et al., 2015) point to a hidden wealth of fungal
metabolites waiting to be found, and the feasibility to retrieve
them.

The use of metagenomes for the discovery of new natural
products is receiving considerable attention (Nováková and
Farkašovskỳ, 2013; Wilson and Piel, 2013; Charlop-Powers et al.,
2014). Metagenomes usually comprise DNA from prokaryotic
and eukaryotic organisms, but some strategies can be devised to
enrich some particular type. Jiao et al. (2006) used an enzymatic

treatment with cellulases to enrich bacterial DNA from plant
samples. Enrichment strategies for extreme environment fungi
may be developed too. Eukaryotic DNA could be enriched
using lysozime and murein hydrolases followed by differential
centrifugation, and combined with cellulase treatment fungal
DNA may result prevalent. From here the usual approaches
to study metagenomes can be followed (Figure 1). First the
choice of using high-throughput sequencing or constructing
metagenomic libraries. In the first case an arduous work of
assembly, annotation and bioinformatic analyses follows, but
which can produce extensive sequence information to retrieve
entire SM cluster sequences. In the second case vectors allowing
large DNA inserts (e.g., BACs) would be preferable due to the
often big size of SM clusters. Libraries can then be submitted to
sequence-based screenings in search for SM clusters. Identified
clusters can then be transferred to heterologous hosts as described
in the previous section. The recent development of FACs (fungal
artificial chromosomes) successfully tested to clone and express
entire fungal SM clusters in A. nidulans (Bok et al., 2015) is a
powerful tool which will allow functional screening of fungal
DNA-containing metagenomes.

An interesting approach to estimate the SM biosynthetic
potential of different environments was described byWoodhouse
et al. (2013), who used TEFAP (Tag-encoded FLX Amplicon
Pyrosequencing) targeting NRPS and PKS genes to determine
the identity and diversity of SM biosynthetic genes in a complex
sample, finding that Australian marine sponges are a good niche
to explore for new natural products.

Conclusion

Fungi gowing in extreme environments are a potential huge
reservoir of novel bioactive natural products. Preliminary search
of three genomes from extreme environment fungi revealed the
presence of several SM clusters with no significant homology
to any other genomic sequence in databases or containing only
some genes showing identity to others in databases (Table 1).
These clusters are likely to form novel compounds with unusual
structures, a feature previously reported in other extreme
environment fungi (Supplementary Table S1). Genome and
metagenome mining technologies will make it possible to exploit
this valuable resource.
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